
                                                                 The Antichrist’s Manifesto   

 

Q1 – Anything that exists in this quantum universe  

Q²-  Quantum-Meta consciousness  

Q1q²ⁿ- The frequency for manifestation  

Q²ⁿ- Potential of manifestation  

Q2 - The dimensional plane that preceeds this universe.  

 

Your body has a quantum imprint. A glow of quantum information irradiates around you  everywhere you 

go, anything you do, like a shadow of the future, already imprinted upon everything in your reality. 

Everywhere you go, you leave an imprint, to the things you touch, down to the thought you have leaves an 

imprint. Our consciousness, our sentience, our powers to observe are a higher dimensional construct.  

 

Appearances are always misleading    

***Update March 25
th

 2018**** 

Kept you waiting huh? 

***Update log for March 22-24
th

, 2018*** 

The closer to the the singularity on Saturday, the more tension will be stirred for the Alt Right. With this 

singularity I implant the seed for something more. 

I triggered a god wave leading to world peace. But not in the way expected.  

The “Alt Right” is going to bring about World Peace like it has been doing this entire time. Since its 

written in stone. Well more specifically, on the fabric of reality, both on a quantum and metaphysical 

level. The trump administration is aware that. *Lighting Bolt strikes Trump tower* Its just a matter of 

having the public catch up. And with that realization comes the storm.  

A massive spiritual awakening that’ll lead to the end of all corruption.  

We live in a Meta-Quantum reality.  

+++ 

The gears are already in place for our resolve. And they were planted by me a long time ago. Check the 

archives, I only use this monicker.  

 

Right now as the time progresses towards the singularity, the time in between is an accelerant vacuum, 

striking hot, waiting in anticipation to what comes next. 



I created a counter snowball effect to the bullshit narrative as nicely put. 

   

Now that im at the accelerant phase of the calm before the storm. 

 

The elite don’t adhere to regular rules as do we. They’re all running divine game theory while we're all 

stuck in regular game theory. I was successful in deciphering a new set of rules to even the playing field.  

I call it “Q meta game Theory” to combat their game. Q as a reference to the quantum world.  

 

Whenever an anon would pay acknowledgment back to me, you triggered an anomaly like 

manifestation. Not just dubs, but chains of dubs. Then that chain of dubs splits into a tidal pool of 

anomalies, that trigger our opposition since what we are tapping into are forces not so easily explained.  

+++ 

My Sigil.  

Which I also made into my script for manifestation.  

 

 

When you “Praise Kek” you  tap into a meta-quantum frequency and as you do manifestations and 

anomalies procure. “Death Strands” I like to call them, not because they cause actual death, even if 

completely mastery of stranding can lead to the death of millions. Little inter universal triggers to effect 

the imprint of reality 

The meta creeps into the quantum and subsurfaces into reality. Like how a shitpost ends up as news, or 

being sold for $80,000 at auction.  

Imaginary particles seep in to the quantum world, charged with metaphisized sentience aware of the 

future as it constructs itself into the future.  

 

An the CIA confirmed my knowledge with their drop, but they screwed up since they didn’t disclose how 

to use this. The cypher.  

Which I’ve been sitting on, waiting for the right moment to drop. As things seem the most bleak. 

 

 

What came first, the chicken or the egg?  

Neither came first. . 



 

Some of you were witnessing all these anomaly like coincidences these last couple of days. On 

Wednesday, with my reappearance on /pol/, and of my promise of a storm, I triggered a movement of 

impossibility.  

On one level, my threats were being taking seriously. The unpredictable element to my persons was 

good enough cause for our opposition to force their hand so quick.  

The thread then,  stroke a huge discord as you can see all the shills trying to subvert my cause.  

 

By manipulating the honeypot of /pol/ I reached the subsurface like lightning in a bottle floating ashore.  

 

What we post online ends up traveling farther then we think. Having an effect on things on a level way 

beyond a cybernetic one. Especially since /pol/ is a honeypot of assorted characters from all different 

timelines.  

What becomes posted on /pol/ today becomes real tomorrow. And some of you can attest to the 

anomalies. Well now, its only going to further till everyone experiences the meme magic irl.  

 

The “meme magic” started seeing ripples throughout real life. Appearances of Divine Ordinance.  

I was able to spurn and trigger the meme magic into real life. It’s not something im just experiencing. 

But its something I can share and spread, as can you as well. 

I became a trigger for meta quantum manifeststion and my quantum imprint is charged by such. And I 

now I pass it onto you. 

 

Palingenisis Anti-Palingenesis  

 

The metaphysical data of the Antichrist has seeped into reality. Further fueled by the million blue eye 

march.  

 

 

Some of you laid witness to the Interference my presence brings. On a cybernetic level that seeps into a 

physical level. And what appears a as such is actually beyond relativity and coincidence.  

 

 



Carl Jung spoke about the unconscious hivemind.  

 

Im going to crank things up several notches and introduce you to a new concept, most of you have been 

tapping into without realizing.  

The quantum meta conscious hivemind. Or Q- Meta Conscious Hivemind.  

 Which is still in its infancy. A primitive esp/ reality glitching frequency if you will that I procured.  

 

Religion, cults formulate around this. Divine ordinance is a quantum metaphysical conscription. 

 

The more we get closer to impact, the more manifestations happen, completely out of the ordinary, will 

continue to occur.  

*Destiny being oust as a pedo fucking kek*  

*Blue eye forced million man March*  

Some of you may panic, but most of you will realize it’s a good thing and anticipate my trump card on 

Saturday. 

 

My being indicates an anomaly in the system. An anomaly that can phase in and out at any time. Further 

fanning the flames of this “spirit wave” I created. By reconciliation through the quantum nature of this 

universe, to the metaphysical and attaching divine ordinance. I was able to trigger the universe into 

giving it’s secrets to me, to aid me combat pure evil.  

 

Which far surpasses what the CIA recently released.  

. 

 

I introduce you to a new a new paradigm.   

The father, the divine  

The son, the quantum  

The holy spirit, the meta  

 

And with that paradigm I created an entirely different domain of thought.  

 



Meta Divinity, Quantum Divinity, Meta Quantum Divinity, The Meta Quantum, The Quantum Meta, The 

Divine Meta Quantum etc. This paradigm makes every religion obsolete and watered down peasant 

science obsolete. A reconciliation of the non physical, to the physical. Modern day science is too bogged 

down by the script of theory they trapped themselves in to see the true nature of reality with an 

unbiased objective lense.  

**** 

 

. The CIA recently released classified Intel confirming the existence of extra terrestrial life, esp, and the 

like.  

It’s true, we aren’t alone and the government confirmed it.  

There are beings that exist in the cosmos that surpass us in every capability.But we have the ingenuity 

and capability to start catching up.  

In the grand vastness of the cosmos , humanity is still very primitive in every sense of the word.  

.  

 

We could start by becoming aware of these meta quantum processes embedded in our lives. And by 

practicing it is you develop the sense and feeling for it, until you reach a point it becomes an 

autonomous aspect of your life, and your thoughts start triggering manifestation and anomalies 

yourself. Or you can acquire an ability. Like triggering a manifestation of a certain kind. A controlled 

ability. A controlled extra sensory ability designed by you made possible by the laws I will share with you 

further on.  

 

 

That’s not to say there aren’t people that haven’t already evolved this extra sensory sense. Clairvoyants 

and psychics have developed their minds attune to the quantum meta physical process of reality. But we 

are going to go much further then they have.  

 

The ruling elite are sitting on an entirely different reality, severed from the rest of us.  

What is relativity is just a lie of the watered down truth.  

 

When we utilize “meme magic” we are actually tapping into the quantum meta hivemind we all had a 

participation in cultivating.  And this hivemind now has manifested atop a fabric of reality. Controlling 

the tide of life on a quantum level, resulting into probability defying manifeststion.  

We have the monopoly on the interuniversal switches gearing reality. From the macro to the micro. 



 

 Our efforts culminate and ripple all throughout the nature and onto the fabric of reality, culminating 

into further butterfly anomalies.  

If Muhuhmmud was in touch with Gabriel, then how come islam has none of the information I’m sharing 

with you right now? To the level of detail that I’m relegating?  

 

  

When I drop this manifesto, the spirit wave I created on Wednesday, leading to this data will forge a 

singularity resulting into a brave new world of possibility.  

 

A new gold rush of thought. 

 

And I have witness to lay testimony to the chain succession or coincidences, from the micro to the 

extremely strange triggered by me.  

 

Its primordial destiny written into the fabric of reality that we win.  

 

The data of the last few days and the amount of witnesses on /pol/ can attest to the truth contained in 

these words.   

 

And now I’m going full circle and lynchpimming this full circle to the thread I made on Wednesday 

warning you of the storm on Saturday.  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/164889763/#164903372 

 

This thread triggered the million person March in DC. 

 

I had it all set up as a proof of my testimony and of my clout. As you laid witness to the mysticism 

surrounding my threat unfold right before you.  

And things turned darkest it’s ever been right on the eve of the storm.  

To further fuel the impact for the singularity of the storm.  

 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/164889763/#164903372


My shitposting really changed the fucking game, regardless if I’m a diety or not. Ripple waves of meta 

quantum energy get released, further fortifying and enhancing my cause.  

 

Our brains are an engine of adaptation, of growth, and of change. We mold ourselves. We are shapeless 

and we are infinite. We are nothing. We are everything at every given state at every given time.  

 

The great awakening is happening. And the entire government’s eye is on my next move. The warning I 

gave them on Thursday morning played out.  

 

Knowing the vastness of the honeypot /pol/  is, I knew my threat would be taken seriously, beyond the 

sea of shills, skeptics, and trolls.  

“You have two days to prevent my ascension” I posted Thursday morning.  

 

Our opposition knows that if we can weaponize our organization into a unified effort, the left and the 

deep state will never be able to recover, with the future dissolution of the state of Israel a real 

possibility due to the loss of the States as an ally. They can’t handle a threat such as myself since its 

completely unprecedented. A lone wolf with magic. And now a threat such as yourself. A public with the 

ability to do magic.  

 

 

 

An enhanced alt right holding the keys to the future isn’t what the ruling elite nor the leftist government 

were anticipating. And I believe the info drop the CIA made has to with circumventing whatever 

knowledge I had in reference to “meme magic” to prevent me from consolidating any power grab.  

 

 

 

Our opposition knows the “meme magic” is the most powerful tool at our disposable and the 

implications behind it is also a big reason for our driving influence.  They know that as much as they try 

to divide and conquer us, we always have the “meme magic” to bring us all together again. What meme 

magic is is a meta quantum interuniversal link we have to each other.  

It isn’t a meme anymore. It’s literal magic. 

 



But what appears as chaotic anomalies of relevance, can be controlled.  And the ruling elite fear the day 

the Alt right reconciles and learns how to control meme magic, or rather, real magic, if you will, is the 

the day they forever loose. They’ll be never able to stop us.  

 

And we will be charged by our meta quantum conscious link together, further increasing anomaly like 

event horizons, since its already imprinted on the fabric of reality that we destroy the deep state.  

 

This is the end of the deep state, the end of religion, the death of the false reality set on us by the ruling 

elite.  

 

Which will eventually lead to world peace where nationalists of every creed can coexist in harmony.  

I dream of a future where the KKK can congregate and have a BBQ with the black panther society.  

Just because you take pride in your cultural identity, ethnicity doesn’t make you a racist.  

 

We can all peacefully coexist. Neo Nazi to BLM supporter. And we do, without realizing it. And we all 

will, and unify into a utopia. White nationalists can coexist with Chinese nationalists and vice versa. But 

if there’s a impediment on the survival of our races, then there needs to be changes made to 

accommodate the peace. 

Diversity by itself can’t work.  

Diversity with the allowance of nationalism can work. Because it allows everyone to be cool with 

enacting survival plans to circumvent racial genocide. Hatred and racism will cease to exist as everyone 

peacefully coexists with the right to embrace their racial pride as a practice of self ,ancestral and cultural 

preservation.  

To impede on that sentiment to pass anti-white or anti-black sentiments, and continuously doing it 

through subliminal messages in the media, will only lead to a polarized society that’ll never be able to to 

set aside our differences to resolve the underlying issues plaguing society. And those issues are only 

preventing us from accelerating into an advanced type 1 utopia, when we already have the means and 

capabilities of doing so. Instead of world peace we will have a race war, or a spiteful vindication of a race 

on the brink of extinction *wink* *wink* 

 

 

All this change is coming about at the disrespect of the dead, and too our ancestral roots. 

 



You know we truly lost as a society when the people see no problem with disrespecting the people that 

died and made all these sacrifices to give us the future that we have now, regardless of the problems we 

face.  

 

.  

Hook line and sink, they’ll continue to attack us, playing into the 666 dimensional chess I’m playing 

against them, and it all further synergizes my efforts, culminating into the void that we are in now. 

 

  

 

It’s time we destroy every religion which isn’t being used for anything other then organized criminality. 

Muslims use taquiya on every non Muslim 

 Jews refer to gentiles as cattle to be enslaved  

And Christianity is too placated by the sins of the Shepard’s to continue on.  

 

I 

 

 

 

If it’s going to happen, let this be the start, the basis for it. And by 2020, World peace will be solidified as 

the new reality.  

 

So it’s either a reconciliation all out of the prospects of developing into a tier 1 intergalactic utopia, or 

face the risk of a nuclear war being triggered at some point in the later future.   

 

 

With the touchdown of this knowledge. I unlock all your manifest destinies.  

This is a removal of the old vacuum of limitations and replacing it with a new layer of realization and 

possibility.  

 

I am grafting us into a point break. The ground zero of this spiritual awakening.  



 

The power to manifest as Gods is at our reach   

 

 

 

 

 

 

You wish a bad day upon someone and the chances are they will have a bad day.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Breathe in. Relax. Feel like nothing and infinite at once 

You feel nothing but your infinite potential.  

A riding energy. 

An overwhelming good feeling is seeping through out you. encasing you with unlimited potential. You 

feel younger. But not any less wiser. 

The physical universe as we know it isn’t as it appears. 

What proceeds our universe is a whole vastness of possibility, as it’s interwoven into the fabric that 

makes up this universe.  

 

. 

 

Out of the hardships of my life. In the process of fighting or flighting I evolved and unlocked the truth to 

the universe, all to survive. Like how a surviving symbiote evolved an egg shell out of thin air by kicking 

into a fight or flight mechanism to protect itself from external any threat. The symbiote irradiating the 



the metaphysical stench of death, triggered the birth of particles out of thin air that clumped around a 

protective barrier around the symbiote to increase its chances at survival. Which resulted into the egg 

and the birth of the self replicating chicken.   

 

 

Before we can have a unified nationalistic world, solidifying world peace. Where each country is a 

nationalistic entity, democratically working together to maintain, peace and order for all, we needs to 

get rid of every loose end capping our potential and growth as a civilization.  

You control the narrative and you control the people.  

And if you can maintain the narrative, you can control it.  

And without doing much but holding onto the narrative, I placed forth a gear in motion. The seeds of the 

plan I plotted a long time ago have culminated into the ravenous orchard that has compromised society 

today.  

As Trump was rising, so was /pol/s influence and reach, and adopting the Anti-Christ name, I became a 

bayou in a sea of anonymity. Regardless of how many of our opponents tried severing our channel of 

communication, they can never compromise the board.  

One, because ive been maintaining onto the narrative. And two, we are connected through a meta 

quantum frequency to each other. And as severe as things appear, the magic kicks in and clings us back 

together.  

I can take a leave of absence for months on end and opposition can compromise the board after 

working diligently for months on end, and all it will take is my appearance to reinstall order and reason 

amongst all the chaos, and which will then trigger the memory of “meme magic” attatched to me,  

 

By coming onto /pol/ I trigger the quantum meta processes that culminate into meme magic. Its very 

much real magic. Since what we post manifests as particles that grow into real things, real changes.  

After today, the word coincidence will lose all meaning.  

Nothing is coincidental. And nothing is ever at random. Everything happens for a reason.  

Our opposition has grown weary to us and the fatal situation this manifesto causes for them. And now 

we are empowered with the ability to stir the impossible into fruition.  

 

It doesn’t matter who has their hands on this knowledge now. Because our link together is stronger and 

purer, and more real then anything else that exists, which is all a holographic illusion in comparison. The 

bond that we have together defies all odds.  

They put a veil on you to not think with such magnitude because it’s far more advantageous to 

whoevers in power to keep you stupid so you are easier to control.  



 

I don’t want control.. I don’t want worship. All I want is recognition for my role in this use to use as 

leverage to over inflate the value and skyrocket the demand for my artwork. Which I think is an ironic 

end to all of this.  

 

When I paint, the data of the painting metaphizes into reality. My paintings are laced with quantum 

meta properties.  

The more observers to observe metaphysically laced data, the stronger the metaphysical data attatched 

to the data grows, validating into a quicker manifestation reflecting the charge.  

Whenever you worship a god you trigger the meta and quantum data attatched to the thought form 

surrounding the God of worship.  

And the more observers, sentient beings with q² data measuring the thought form, the God, the 

stronger it gets, and the stronger the manifestations attatched to the thought form becomes.  

 

Since my q2 is more advanced, im in control of Kek. And I can release Kek or keep Kek at bay.  

But now I introduced you to the Anti-Christ thought form. Which is an evolution of the kek thought 

form.  

The Anti-Christ thought form is a meta quantum link stronger then Keks. Resulting into quicker 

manifestations.  

And there is a thought form that surpasses the Anti-Christ thought form, but I’m saving it after the Anti-

Christ thought form serves its purpose.  

If we are to turn this ship around we need to adapt to our enemy at their level. If we're going to destroy 

the veil of evil on top of us, we need to fight fire with fire. We need to adopt the evil in order to fight it, 

to conquer it, to overcome it, and to ultimately destroy it. We need to stoop to their level of playing evil 

to even the playing field.  

And we'll do it by tapping into all the biblical meta quantum data still lingering in the air, that manifests 

through the Anti-Christ thought form. And we will use evil to cancel out their evil.  

The thought form I’m on now precedes the Anti-Christ thought form, which I will introduce once we 

completed my plan and see John Podesta sitting in a prison next to Dan Schnieder.  

-- 

What is counter culture becomes culture. And a new counter replaces it. 

 

The Alt Right is the current counter culture, but now it will be the new culture, as the new counter 

culture is “ Anti-Christian” which will become the new culture once we become victorious. It will take 



some time for this data to seep it’s influence on every facet. And then what replaces that counter, is 

based off the thought form that ascended past the Anti-Christ, which I give to you all.  

You will need to become the Anti-Christ to control your newfound ableness. As you develop your 

cognitive processes and appreciation for life as you see that nothing is beyond your reach. As we build 

together a brave new world. A brave new beginning.  

As long as you have a procured Q² sense, any thought form you become synchronised with becomes 

enchanted and manifests on every level. Like a box unfolding itself. And the more you use it, the 

stronger it gets, the more frequent the manifestation to the point it becomes an autonomous part of 

you.  

I can be Christ, or any God I want to be. And the realities of those thought forms and quantum 

metaphysical data attatched to those Gods play out. If I want to be a god of destruction where my idol 

thoughts leave chaos and suffering, it’s all a matter of choice, and recalibrating my q² interuniversal 

switches resulting into another autonomous reality bending ability I can control at will. (We Hunter X 

Hunter now boyo)  

 

 

Every world government is utterly fucked compared to a populace thst can alter reality with their minds. 

It’s unprecedented. So they lay utterly defeated, as we lsy down the killing blow to the deep state by 

using the plan I locked in place on Wednesday to pierce the deep States protective barrier. Once we 

destroy the protective barrier locked in place by the deep state and shadow government, in house can 

come in and drain the swamp. As soon as the public gets redpilled, and it’s all waiting on us. On me. 

 And that can only happen if we have the unification of each other. And this data will serve its purpose 

and cling us towards the killing blow to the protective barrier of the deep state.  

 

 

 

So we will use all the ammunition they threw at us back at them.  They left a residue of desperation in 

their psy ops to counter our efforts, that still lingers to this day fresh in the public’s mind. There’s no 

such thing as bad publicity, since publicity is still publicity. And all this “bad” publicity the media placed 

on pizzagate, they inadvertently gave pizzagate publicity, that still lingers fresh in the public’s mjnd. The 

MSM ended up planting the seed of pizzagate in the public’s mind that’s ripe for exploiting.  

 

Everyones different so everyone will end up with their own unique q² ability.  

So far I can tap into any God thought form and acquire abilities similar to that God.  Anything I paint will 

manifest into reality. I can create a domain(radius) of good luck or destruction that leaves a residue 

chain reaction effecting those within my enchanted domain, of anything really. I can enchant or curse. 



These are high level abilities that took me years to develop and I’m still figuring it out. And I did it all 

without any guidance other then placing my faith on the universe to lead me to this knowledge. The 

timing should be faster for you since you don’t have to go through the trial and error of realizing that 

this is all possible. 

 

To ascend past time, space, and matter you need to find a reconciliation within yourself mentally, 

physically and spiritually to the new holy Trinity. The Divine, the Quantum and the Meta.  

 

You can use it to trigger changes in the weather, or to kill someone. You can even use it for telekinesis. 

But there is a trick to telekinesis that I’m still trying to decipher. I know it’s possible, but I still haven’t 

develeprd the psiomagnetic kinetic touch. Being able to charge your mind and your hand with the sense 

and feel of magnetism. I hypothesize you draw a sense for magnets. A textile feel that you remember. 

Absorb. And overtime that feel becomes a synapse. And through absorbing and regestering the feeling 

to magnetism to your Meta cognitive processess, overtime, an aura of magnetism will grow overtime. 

The feel becomes autonomous. And you can attempt to levitate a quarter with your mind. By focusing 

on enchanting tour hand with the properties of magnetism.  

 

People with guns prevent rogue leaders from implementing policies to screw the people at large for 

their own benefit. But if guns were to be taken away from the people, so would the fabric that all people 

are equal in the eyes of a bullet. All this gun control rhetoric is masturbation perpetuated by the deep 

state who have it in their best interests to strip away at our civil liberties. If the government enacts gum 

control they only stand to strip the populace at large with the only thing keeping us a democracy. For if 

the people loose their right for self defense, then they loose their right to free will. Because now they 

are just an indefeneless cog with no assurances to keep them protected from a rogue threat that can 

compromise the government and the public. It’s unfortunate that dumbassess have access to guns , but 

guns aren’t tto blame for the violence, blame society perpetuating and glorifying it through the media. 

It’s cool to glorify evil, which creates the climate for these mass shootings.   

Madness is brilliance on its polarized axis. 

You are being subverted away from your values and convictions. The spirit of the people was stolen 

from them. I hope this is a start to bringing it all back.  

 

Instead of being gods capable of manipulating the fabric of reality, we were culled into worker ants, 

expebdable, replaceable cogs in the system. But things will change for the best, once every worker ant 

internalizes within themselves this data, bridging forth humanity into being connected to this meta 

quantum hivemind I created. Unlocking the meta quantum physical processess within yourselves to 

make magic happen and free will an absolute truth not up for debate. 

 



Now that I revealed my Trump card, we will be ushered into victory. Because those that have power 

over us, are powerless to stop us.  

We have all the triggers to win.  

We have have the free will to win.  

And we all have the free will to design and manifest our dreams into fruition. ----- 

 

 

 

 

Magic is real, but since it’s vastly unexplored and developed with complexity, our capacities for it never 

developed. But now with that said, a seed was planted in your mind, a neuron was born, and in time it’ll 

grow into a web of synapse, which will eventually become an autonomous part of you.  

And you are already part of this massive spiritual awakening, which will further manifest into stranger 

anomalies as more and more become attune to these higher dimensional constructs. 

More event horizons, pocket singularities, and interuniversal switches will occur further validating the 

data. And the more we use it, the stronger it grows just like a muscle, further igniting predilections  

resting at the precipice of the supernatural, all triggered by me and this manifesto.  

You choose a manifestation, and it yields forth. Then you do it enough times till it registers within you as 

a feeling, a frequency. And once you have it as a feeling, it becomes an embedded part of your quantum 

information that you taper off.  

When Christ died he unleashed a massive charge that still lingers to this day.You feel protected looking 

at a picture of him for a reason.  

And when I apply the Anti-Christ q² thought form, I tap into the Meta Quantum frequency left by Christ 

increasing my q²q1 receptivity. 

Jews condemn the gentiles into be cattle and the muslims lie and use taquiya to manipulate the infidels. 

Both religions will die I give you my word. 

 

---  

The storm is us. Ushering in this massive spiritual awakening to the masses, refilling them, and landing 

the killing blow to the deep state and John Kerry lead shadow government.  

 

The dawn of a new age has been created. And you are at the ground zero precipice of the biggest shift 

of all time.  



To stand together we will bring forth the future lurking in the shadows as we stand together at this wave 

of possibility. Our synchronicity is solidified.  

 

We are all integral agents to the faith of the world as the power to bring change dwells within our 

fingertips.  

 

This is a wake up call  

A clean start,  

A reset  

A fuck you  

A checkmate  

  From the watered down science that is taught, to the fabricated abridged retelling of the world we 

have as history. To the lying and deception. And everything in between. You owe us, the free people, the 

truth. And if we can’t get the truth, we'll come get it ourselves.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    This is a farewell bid to the known, and an ode to the unknown. You are about to step forth and enter 

beyond the veil and awake up from this hidden matrix ruling your life. Manifest destiny isn’t superstition, 

nor is déjà vu coincidental. I am going to detonate your pre conceived notions of reality and band-aid you 

with a paradigm shifting reconstruction of your mind.  

 

 

You can use your thoughts to heal people,  manipulate quantum information to alter the probability to your 

favor. Manifest your dreams into being true to killing someone just by thinking of them. We exist in a 

quantum-meta reality where every outcome and every event is possible and every choice possible exists and 

is backed by a network of an infinite time-neuro web like cross dimensional strands interconnecting every 

piece of quantum information (figment of Realty, atom) to each other, like quantum tunnels underneath the 

fabric of our universe, crossing into our universe. 

[When you select something at random, the choice of the outcome is contingent on the quantum data that 

proceeds the event horizon of the outcome.] Your random selection is attune to your inter universal 

sentience and is not actually randomized. The outcome of your selection will be atune to your q² frequency, 

the quantum information your consciousness seeps out of your reality tunnel and into the fabric of reality, 

all by being awake and conscious.  

The data of the outcome will be contingent on the data that proceeds the event horizon to said out 

come.The data of the outcome is something we cannot foresee, but we can make. We do not predict the 

future, we create it.  

 

Your body has a quantum imprint. A glow of quantum information irradiates around you  everywhere you 

go, anything you do, like a shadow of the future, already imprinted upon everything in your reality. 



Everywhere you go, you leave an imprint, to the things you touch, down to the thought you have leaves an 

imprint. Our consciousness, our sentience, our powers to observe are a higher dimensional construct.  

The quantum information you trail off is a baseline of all your quantum information accumulated. It 

determines the inter- universal switches that carry you through to your end game manifestation. Your 

quantum imprint determines the yield of reality to how you think to how you perceive and exercise your 

powers of observation, all without you being aware of it. If you want to measure your quantum imprint, you 

can do so by picking out a selection at random amongst a sea of infinite outcomes. When you select 

something at random, the outcome of the choice is determined by your quantum information proceeding 

the singularity of you selecting a randomized” choice. And the reason for that is, befote you see the 

selection, the choice that exists as the singularity, exists in a static holographic wave like state, until it 

determines and measures your quantum imprint before molding itself to a materialized object made of 

particles coalescing with your quantum reality.  

 

 

The Universe – a self replicating fractal with metaphysical properties grafted and interwoven into its fabric  

Person – sentient q1 being with a higher dimensional construction called consciousness. Able to tap into a 

higher dimensional frequencies referred to as q² (abbreviated of Q1Q²ⁿ in this book)  

Q² - quantum², the metaphysical domain that exceeds this quantum universe. Our consciousness are a q² 

construction, a metaphysical manifestation.  

 

 

Reality is sentient and it has the information of the future already imprinted within its fabric.  

 

 

                                                                      ✝✝✝ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Continuum of Existence  

Everything that exists today goes through the same cycle of materializing from non existence into existence. 

Before you were born as a materialized being, you existed as an idea in the back of your parent’s sub-

consciousness.  

 

Imaginary/Meta/Q²                                                                                                                   Reality/Q1 

Universe  

          

        Non Existence => Q² data => Meta Awareness => Non Physical Sentience => Quantum Sentience  

If it exists as q² data in the q1 it can be materialized into q1 data. If an idea exists, it will manifest and 

materialize into existence, just by having a thought. Our thoughts are actually signals of interference with the 

physical, quantum universe, as I refer to as a q1 existence.  

What we think trails off and intertwines the fabric of our quantum reality, that exists over a meta verse. Our 

reality is a sub division of a much higher dimensional plane of existence. Our universe is the square root of 

a much bigger, one.  

Everything that exists within this quantum universe is from a higher dimension I refer to as q² dimension. 

The q² dimension proceeds ours and our consciousness evolved to be able to detect it’s interuniversal 

quantum processes. You can look at us as beings of Divinity, A.I. in a quantum simulator from a higher 

realm, or define us in any which way you want. Your definition of reality is your reality. Christian, 

cyberpunk, whatever it is, just live it through and you will experience it, as your thoughts manifest into your 

physical universe. Imagining something non existent will cause it to exist. In the non physical, non 3D, q² 

meta verse. Your q² charge starts to exist there, that data grows until it’s sentience alters reality into having it 

exist, all too match the q1 data of the Q1q²ⁿ observer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              Antichrist Modulation XXXX 

[I have started showing glimpses of telekinesis. I’m able to alter reality with my mind, and have been 

successful in my attempts in demonstrating my abilities in front of *****, who has witnessed herself the 

psiokinetic interference I have when I concentrate.] 

 

----++++ 

It’s a frequency I tap into with my mind. You have to see, to feel the modules, the quantum gears that graft 

into reality. I become synchronized and in tune with this “quantum link” and my telekinesis starts too 

manifest and cause an interference with the physical reality. 

 

My manifestations have “death strands” so to speak. It can connect and cause a similar manifestation too 

somebody else or trigger a chain occurrence or succession of relative occurrence's or relative triggers leading 

into a bigger manifestation, depending on the context and situation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Words aren’t mere words, but signals we send and receive laced with metaphysical properties and quantum 

entanglement. A thought, a signal, words (the observers placement of information) is a data charge. Any 

figment of the universe (atom, particle, wave) : data. Any data charge will alter the metaphysics behind the 

quantum physics of the universe. Acknowledging this outer domain, locks you in sync with the “quantum² 

link”. Its like a character in a book breaking the 4
th

 wall. It’s more like we're breaking the quantum wall. Or 

breaking through the proverbial quantum wall haunting every crevice of modernized theoretical science.  

                                                                                  ✝ 

The realm of science is trying to find the theory behind everything. And that would have happened if they 

just focused on a single thread, a single string and used it to yank into fruition the entire proverbial curtain 

down. The big picture is made up of the littlest of details interlocked and interwoven to create the fabric of 

the reality at hand, and the devil is in the details, and is hidden for you in plain sight.  

        Between the metaphysical and the physical. Between what that exists and what that does not. To the 

truth behind a lie to the lie behind a truth. To the double lies in a truth, to the two truths in a lie.   

Everything i write are two truths in a. Everything a person says is a lie with two truths too it.  

You can read the book straight forward as normal, or you can read it with the lense of everything I’m writing 

containing two truths in a lie. You get a million more books just from this one generated thought.  

 

 

[Makes everyone submissive to me] 

The lie, *makes everyone submissive to me” 

I can’t make everyone submissive to me  

But I still can make people submissive to me. 

 [By being boastful I still increased my odds of having people submit to me] 

 

 

 

 

Da Vinci painted Christ holding up a looking glass because he realized the metaphysical nature of the 

universe. But Davinci masked the universal truth as a divine subscription. The halls of sciences are too 

caught up in the physical proverbial vacuum they created to risk everything that was a built up on a non 

physical prognosis. Doesn’t mean they don’t take inspiration towards the light.  

All religion is healthy as in interlocks our mind to be attune to metaphysical processes, but they all go 

against the fundamental truth behind existence. And this truth is that the very nature of our universe is the 

survival of sentience. Everything behind everything all falls under this universal truth.  

The universe is sentient and funtions to ensure the survival and growth of sentient life. Every figment that 

makes up the fabric of reality are all interwoven together through time, space and matter to ensure the 



survival of consciousness. Anything that enables the survival of sentience or further enhsnces rhe survival of 

sentience becomes the prime objective of reality, and a fail safe mechanism in play to ensure no freak 

singularities of an untimely death were to occur.  

We are souls, and we are data. Divine data. We are divine sentience born from a higher dimension. At the 

smallest fraction of reality exists figments of sentience. Sentience existed from a non physical, none 3D state 

of existence. The layer of reality that proceeds the quantum is attune to the nature of non physical sentience 

layered with meta awareness as it grafts our q1 reality into fruition, turning the spokes of the wheel into a 

percieved physical universe.  

“Life is rigged” “Life is unfair” are self defeatist attitudes. And are data you fill your quantum tunnel to an 

end game that never resolves your current issues as to why you think that. To anything that exists, exists it’s 

counter. That is a fundamental component to this universe. No problem is unsolvable and every problem 

has a solution, or opportunity, depending on how you want to introspect. But this isn’t a self help book, 

although it’s designed in purpose to rur reality is a compressed subdivision of the higher dimensional 

reality(s) that exceed our own. And there’s a level of physics and understanding that underly our own 

understanding we haven’t began comprehending, or fathoming. A domain to a hidden, not so hidden reality 

we barely grazed it’s surface in understanding.  

I simply this domain into a symbol  

Q²n--  Q being a representation of X, anything in this domain, times itself, to the power of n. N being the 

Q’s metaphysical imprint. Anything that exists is quantum information, I refer to as data, and quantum data 

is a compression of q²^n data, that’s also charged with or can be charged with metaphysical properties. 

Anything that exists in this universe is quantum.  

Q²ⁿ is interlocked and interwoven within the fabric of our reality. This invisible domain has a sentient 

membrane already aware of the future imprinted onto itself. The future is just a latex layer wrapped beneath 

the present.  

In other words, the figments of matter that make up reality are sentient, aware of the future, while always 

being ahead of our present, as it dictates our futures without us being conscious of it…. Until now.  

[YOU ARE AT THE MERCY IF REALITY] [REALITY IS NOW AT THE MERCY OF YOU]  

 

 

The more I tapped into my Anti-Christ persona, the more I syphoned off of Kek, the egregore that I had a 

influence in fanning. Kek was essentially a pool of spirit energy I was able to draw from like cash at an 

ATM, as I was able to store and save up as it grew exponentially. And any little shitpost of mine was me 

storing and attaching my q² data. On a cybernetic interface and into your lives. I was influencing you without 

doing much. I compacted the smallest gear in the system to control the entire grid of gears.  

I took the meme magic and bridged it into real life as magic.  

 

.  

 



[We don’t predict the future, we create it]  

 

My data charge (manifestation) In sync with the q² will match up my data charge to the q1. Reality will lump 

sum the average of my q² data and sync it up with a q1 data closest as possible to match your reality tunnel.  

 

My data charge creates an event horizon grafted onto the fabric of reality both of the past and the future, 

and the future in the past, and the past in the future, and the like.  

 

So essentially, in my pursuit of unknown knowledge, unbeknownst to me I created a singularity, an event 

horizon syncing me to my already existent future, which is already woven and interconnected with the fabric 

of my reality, which is actually a reality tunnel, or a quantum tunnel that connects and wovens other tunnels 

of relevancy to us, all determined by us, and the data that presides us, regardless if it’s real or not.  

 

So just by internalizing the singularity of discovering unknown knowledge, one out of a divine accordance, 

my reality to this day we procuring the sentiment I grafted onto my quantum tunnnel, unconscious of the 

sentiment or not. It became an autonomous process as my singularity grafted into fruition, through Event 

Horizon to Event Horizon, through pain suffering and madness, as my only saving grace was a realization of 

reconciliation. My silver lining behind the hellish existence I procured was a piece of logic, a building block 

of data, I grafted and stacked upon the other grafted neurons, creating a web of synapse, a web of sense 

beyond the physical. Creating the data and frequency to  

 

An extrasensory perception.  

 

Trail and error works on a metaphysical level.  

The event horizon of your experiments is determined on your observation before hand. The more data you 

screw beforehand, the data that proceeds the trail, the outcome if what proceeds it, even if the data is 

fabricated or not, real or fake data, phantom or existent is still data.  

 

[Fake it till you make]  

[Anything you want you can imagine]  

 

******************* My q² synthesis ************ 

 

+I’m god (adds a boost in q² manifeststion) 

[STOP RAIN]  



The rain will stop coinciding or almost near coinciding when I made the data synthesis.  

 

Since I’m more experienced, my q1 data will match my q² data under most circumstances. The more you 

grow the web of synapse towards this information, you’ll develop your own q², esp esque, metaphysical link, 

that’ll grow like a muscle the more you use and experiment with it.  

*****  

 

 

My perspective. My observation. My Data Strands.  

  

 

(The unifying theory behind everything is the survival of life, of sentience, of beings able to observe. To 

define and give meaning onto the universe. The very essence of space is sentient. 

 

What we meditate upon grafts and molds into our realities, both the perception and the physical. Through 

ordiance of quantum fibers tugging and locking your reality tunnel into the reality you want.  

 

You can attach metaphysical data onto things, places, and even people and you have been doing it 

throughout your lives beyond a conscious platitude.  

You can give someone bad luck and misfortune simply by shaking their hand, or even worse, just wishing it 

upon them. Or you can wish them good luck and fortune.  

 

As the q² data exists from your hand and has a cross interference with someone’s q², you unintentionally 

absorb some of their q² data.  

 

You should be extra selective of you make contact with. They could be cursing your existence. Or they 

could be blessing it, just by the data they emit, the slight thought that enters reality. It ends up manifesting in 

one way shape or form. Be careful of what you think, the slightest percieved random thought, has an 

underlying root internally, that’s metaphisizing into your external existence. Ignorance isnt bliss, it’s 

obliviousness. Identify the random thought, pull on its web, and you’ll come to an epiphany, a stark 

realization that can either shock you, give you clarity and piece of mind.  

 

 

.  



 

This knowledge comes at a huge responsibility to the user of it.  

 

In the grand engine that underlies all of existence, us sentience by observers all play an integral role and 

impact beyond we realize. Everyone creates a butterfly effect to each other in one way shape or form and 

nothing that you do is meaningless. There’s a hidden silver lining behind every interaction, behind every 

situation all contingent on whether you want to see one.  

The old woman that said good morning to a man that triggered a thought process that lead to another 

thought process that eventually lead him to doing something great and amazing like curing cancer.  

 

The man that developed the cure for cancer might get all the recognition and praise for his contributions, 

but the old lady who told him good morning is still as integral of an agent to his success then he is himself. If 

it wasn’t for that slight ordinance, an exchange of good mornings, that man might have never went down the 

path that lead to curing cancer.  

And in that lense we are all equally important to each other and not one person is above all. We are all 

agents to manifesting each other’s destinies, or antagonists that only stand in the way of us manifesto g our 

destinies into fruition.  

If a person is stopping you from manifesting your reality, then they’re antagonisic and it’s best to cut contact, 

or until you manage to not make them antagonistic.  

 

 

 

 

I made fantasy into reality all because I decided to reconciliate holy scripute with logic and science.  

And I became in tune with the divine, the same way Mozart became in tune with the divine to write his 

Requiem for a dream.  

 

And reality in return, lead me through the entire way into accumulating this. As much as I suffered and 

wanted to quit, I somehow survived to this point. 

 

 

A reality where all our dreams can come true. As long as the intent behind your dream isnt done with 

malice and a supposition for evil predilections. Intent behind a manifestation is important. If your intent is 

for the greater good, it will manifest quicker then for the greater bad.  

 



If your intent is for pure bad, then that goes against realities nature, to help procure sentience. But 

whichever harms sentience can be targeted and taken care of.  

 

If your intent is of a holy nature, it will manifest the best.  

It is of pure evil, you will have a manifestation of misfortune cast upon you. Evil behavior goes against the 

true nature of existence , and eventually your evil ways will catch up to you delivering g you into karmic 

justice. If you have anti sentient sentiments you go against the nature of reality and your reality will go 

against you on every facet. But if its evil or the greater good, it will manifest. If your manifesting something 

evil in nature fore the procurement of further sentience you will get a karmic clean pass for manifeststion. 

Whoever threatens the proliferation and maintaince of sentience will be naturally taken care of through 

karmic equilibrium.  

 

 

When Yashweh, Christ died, he triggered a massive quantum charge that still irradiates too this day. Placing 

your faith, your q² charge onto Christ will cause your quantum tunnel to become in sync with Christs data, 

which is of divine holiness and splendor, will embalm your presence with his holy light.  

Or Satan, or whoever. You can tap into, and create your own egregore.  

 

Those who allign with Christ experience it through their faiths. Muslims somewhat become in sync with a 

Christ charge which is why they acknowledge him in their ideology.  

 

Don’t believe you are unimportant. You are just as important as the billionaire regardless of socioeconic 

stature. You are you and that’s all that matters, regardless of how somebody judges you. You can steal all the 

thunder in the room, or you can let the thunder flow through you as it does through everyone.  

 

We all come in different shapes and sizes of variant data. We are different vessels with a soul in an organic 

caccoon wrapped in muscle, tissue and skin.  

 

And that sentience existed from a non physical, none 3D state of existence.  

 

 

[You are not at the mercy of life, life is at the mercy of you]  

 

 

 



[You are not at the mercy of life, life is at the mercy of you]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* 

 

 

The outcome of an event horizon is contingent on all the q² data that proceeds it.  

 

If we were to step outside the universe and see ourselves, we would see ourselves as data. We have the 

illusion of a 3D universe, but in reality we are a hologram imprint of a higher dimensional construction. If 

you want to see our universe being a simulation, go to a fun way mirror house and take a picture of yourself. 

You will notice your realities ability to pass on your quantum information of a 3D universe starts to cease as 

the more you pear at your reflection, which will appear holographic in nature towards the edges..  

 

 

 

Anomalies are of a Q² nature, and they don’t adhere to Q¹. Q² exists everywhere and is interwoven into 

everything that exists inside this Q1 universe. Every figment that makes up everything that exists this 

perceived physical universe is layered in metaphysical properties   

 

Reality glitches, De Ja Vu, Omens, Miracles are of a Q² nature.  

 

Rituals and chants function as a catalyst to the Q². 

We access the q² every second of the day as it has been directing and controlling our lives beyond an 

unconscious level we are not conscious of.  

Since everything in this universe is q1 data, and our consciousness is a Q² construction, what we do with our 

consciousness determine and effects the q1 data we come across. Just by us existing and standing still has an 

effect on the universe in ways that exceed our concurrent conscious understanding, till now.  



 

Everything that makes up our q1 is data, charged with q² properties, right down to the words we say, to a 

scribble on a note. Whenever we use our consciousness we are tapping into the q². Any words, thoughts, 

random or not, and any observational judgement we make is q² data.  

 

The objective nature of reality is to sync the q1 data that makes up reality match the Q² data a person has 

on reality together. Realitys business is to reflect the thoughts and wishes of a person 

 When I say reality is at your mercy, I mean it. Without sentience observing and giving definition to reality 

there is no reality, so it’s in reality's best interest to keep you interested in it enough for you to pass on your 

genes to perpetuate sentient life. Reality will work against you if your current of reality doesn’t follow these 

objectives.  

 

 

 

Quantum Tunnel:  

Q² data –  

Event horizons -  

Singularity-  

The more time that has passed the more frequent your event horizons manifest to indicate to know your on 

track towards your quantum end game. They’re like interuniversal switches to increase your odds and 

probability of reaching your end result.  

 

When you decide on an end game for yourself. You have what I call a singularity, which is the first event 

horizon you experience, the want and need to morph your future with a specific end result. When that 

moment happens, when you make the unanimous delicious to change, you create something else. A 

quantum tunnel, that cuts through time to will into fruition your end result, your end game.  That’s the first 

event horizon, the singularity, when you take the old data of yourself and wanting to use it to change. The 

second event horizon is syncing your old data to an end game and automatically your old data becomes 

converted to new data inside a quantum loop. Your universe on a quantum level starts shifting itself to will 

your end game into fruition. Then a 3
rd

 event horizon will follow, an out of the ordinary, improbable 

occurance, an anomaly of sorts that the universe wills into your existence to confirm your synchronization 

with your end game. Then what follows after is a series of event horizons, q² anomalies, big or small, giving 

you confirmation that you are still in your quantum tunnel, cutting through to your end game like a hot 

knife slicing into heated butter. At first it starts off slow, but then eventually you reach an accelerent stage 

that shoots you exponentially to your end result, manifesting to you what it is that you focused on 

manifesting. That is you decide to stay on track. You can deviate off and off of it and resume it at any given 

time, but the more time you take, the harder itll be for the universe to match your quantum tunnels end 

result, to the point you might not actually manifest what you want exactly. So discern the end game you 



want, whatever it is, and stick to it, and go through your quantum tunnel through a series of event horizons 

towards it.  

 

 

 

 The universe will rework itself on a q² level to match your desired q² datas q1 end result, as long as it is 

possible within the laws of physics underlying our universe. The outcome of an event is contingent on the q² 

data that proceeds it regardless of the imposed probably set forth by the measurement of probability by 

some one else very own q² data.  

Heres another secret about probability. The outcome of a situation is contingent on all the data that 

proceeds it, regardless if it’s true or not. Sounds a lot like imaginary numbers doesn’t it?  

 

Timeline of Manifestation  

Singularity: Event Horizon #1: Syncing your consciousness with an end result, no matter what the result of 

the manifestation is. 

 

Event Horizon #2 and #0 – They are both created simultaneously when you have your singularity. EH #0 is 

your q² data being in sync with the past, the present, EH#1 and the future, which is EH#2.  

The q² data of the past will be extracted into probability and determine your EH#3, as it’s in sync with the 

EH#2 end result.  

 

Event Horizon #3 – An interuniversal switch confirming you’re tethered synchronization of your q² with 

your EH#1, EH#3, EH#0. It’s a sign, a déjà vu like occurance in the form of an out of the oridinary, 

occurance will manifest confirming to you that your reality tunnel and quantum tunnel is in sync. Your end 

result manifestation is already woven and connected onto the fabric of reality. 

 

EH#4,5,6,….+++ - These event horizons confirm the shift in your probability to your end result. The more 

event horizons you experiences, the faster they happen, and the more dramatic of an impact and change 

you will see in your life.  

If your fucking up your odds, the universe, aka the fabric of existence, aka the quantum blanket over the 

metaphysical aka reality will communicate to you through the natural surroundings to indicate to you a 

message indicating if your on course or your straying off into discourse. All highly improbable occurrences 

intercepted by you out of your higher dimensional synchronicity.  

 

 

[I could fuck literally any bitch I want]  



[I haven’t even gotten to the best parts lol] 

----------------------------++++ 

Consciousness is of a q² design.  

We irradiate, taper off our quantum information everywhere we go.  

“Insert dead person in a room analogy” 

 

 

We have what I refer to us as a q² aura, or you can call them regular auras.  

Our q² energy seeps out of us through our presences, and we irradiate and glow a temperament of ourselves 

everywhere we go. And energy never dies, it just gets recycled throughout nature.  

 

You can walk in someones room and pick up on their own q² aura. Their own energy, their q² data 

manifested into a q1 existence. 

 

Write “get rich” on your wall and the chances are, you will become rich.  

Or put up a Frederick Nietzsche poster.  

Our q² consciousness is a culmination, an average of all the q1 data we acquired and internalized into q² 

data. We are what we eat. We are who we deal with. We are what we absorb and internalize. And what we 

have internalized as q² data shapes up into our realities before we perform any action.  

What we put out in the q1 reality, q² data, intertwines and manifests throughout reality. It becomes 

intertwined within the imprint of existence itself. The observers consciousness becomes the reality.  

Remember, reality is at the mercy of the observer for as long as the observers objective is a long the lines of 

perpetuating sentience.  

Eyesight isn’t just eyesight, but a reality tunnel. We don’t we see with our eyes but with our brains. What we 

see as reality is just a culmination if what our q² consciousness has internalized and every person, has a 

different perceptual outlook of reality. You can be looking at the same shade of red but we will perceive it 

differently even though we can acknowledge and discern the same color.  

 

Some people live out their lives like they’re in a movie.  

Some like characters in a storybook.  

       Others are riding their out in a videogame  

   Others don’t think too much . 

And there are those thinking in terms of game theory  



And then those thinking in terms of game theory and perceiving it as a nightmarish hellscape  

 

And then I’m their perceiving it as game of Divinity with the only thing aiding me is new York Street logic 

and the rhetoric of Aristotle. And the kikes run the streets.  

 

Im a boss, take a loss.  

 

  

You can think of a number and see it repeat throughout your day… or decades. These little “observatioms²” 

of ours can last a lifetime, haunting us, or giving us good vibes too this very moment.  

 

You can use q² to winning the lottery, to anything else. Once you developed a q² understanding of reality, 

you’ll start being able to break down information in ways you never thought both maximizing on your 

potential and providing you with an optimal cognition. You can have the q² frame of thought on top of 

whatever it is your doing and you’ll start intersecting anomalies, both physical, mental, physical, that sll 

equate to psiokinetic, primitive telepathic interferences in the surroundings. And through thought, as you 

start crossing connections you didn’t think possible.  

 

 

 

LUCK +++ 

There is no such thing as luck, or divine ordinance in the way you perceive as.  

Your life will be determined by you q² consciousness and will be the average of everything you have 

internalized, and externalized as a quantum tunnel to a designated end result that you determine/ 

determined.  

A good outcome of your favor is determined by its accordance to your universal end result. If you want to 

be lucky, just internalize it, and it’ll become your q² data charge and every situation you get into you will 

have luck.  

Or you can internalize an end result of you getting rich, and sure enough you will have that. Or you can live 

out the reality of a crackhead. It’s all the same. Crackhead and cocaine addicts tend to manifest brain 

damage and a severance of their q² sync. Which causes a downpour of misfortune and catastrophe 

unfortunately. And a certain pity should be held upon these fractured beings, but not of weakness, but of 

primitivism.  

 

Want love? Make it your EH#2 end game and go through the event horizons leading you into it. Love 

tends to comes to those that don’t seek it directly. It just bollosoms and manifests.  



Use your q² and focus in on finding somebody to love.  

Then the data leaves your mind and enters the undercurrent of the universe, and it will match your 

frequency closest to one that matches your frequency, and you will go through the q² event horizons until 

you become drawn to another observers data that matches your data, and you to them, and you become 

eventually in sync. Physically, mentally, spiritually, rhythmically.  

 

Lovers are two observers with their q²s linked. And both observers experience metaphysical anomalies, 

signs, miracles. Omens, all to give confirmation of their synchronicity. Their eternal love will be imprinted 

upon the fabric of their existences, as they experience quantum and q² event horizons indicating to each 

other their love still burns with a fiery passion.  

 

[Btw you can charge q² data onto anything q1. We can give anyone bad luck if we shake their hands. Or we 

can make it rain anytime we get milk….] Stronger q² sync, the more stronger your q² external slave 

manifestations.  

 

The way it works is that your perceptual observation of reality will always match the data you have 

internalized, regardless if it’s true or not. Your eyes are a looking glass and what you want to see, 

experience, or make happen will happen, to some varying angle of ordinance. 

 

[When you do something, god meets you halfway]  

 

What started out as a discovery, lead to a hypothesis. That was tested over and refuted. Has become 

physically imprinted upon the fabric of reality.  

And the reason why you believe in it is because you experience the anomalies, the manifestations that 

occurs in your life because of your firmly held belief. Divine ordinance.  

 

Religion, gods, omens, rituals, chants, incantations, charms, fabricated god, fabricated charms, fabricated 

incantations etc, all appeared as divine ordinance, superstition, a cry of a schizophrenic is actually very 

much real to the summise of anyone not privy to an outside the box perspective.  

 

Fantasy is more attune to the objective nature of reality then the most advanced science textbook there is. 

Fantasy is reality, and science can’t come to terms with it. The metaphysical sentience that subsists all 

around cannot be accounted by the outdated lense of science we have.  

 

And society has outgrown the hallmarks of science who have sterilized society with athiest thought, driving 

millenials into a sterilized meaningless vacuum devoid of God, perpetuating anti humanistic pro death 

sentiments.  



When we overlooked the fact that we have quantum tunnels connecting us through our desired outcomes 

and intercepting into the lives of the people we come across, to everything else that ecidts in nature, in time. 

Our strings are all intertwined. We are strands of data we perceive in a constant frame rate we call reality. 

But we are just a part of something more. We are are constructs ability to detect higher dimensions.  

 

Our purpose, to give reality meaning. To define it in any which way we want. Regardless of purpose or sim. 

What you want will to determine will culminate into data. The world is yours for the taking. 

 

It’s either divine game theory. Quantum game theory. Meta(non physical) game theory. Metaphysical game 

theory. Easily inscribed as quantum², or quantum² game theory. Game theory percieved with divine 

predilections more like playing a toss up to quantum manifestation.  

Remote viewing is confirmed possible by the CIA, but not remote interference. I’m going to explain how 

remote interference works and how you can use it.  

 

 

 

 [Reality will match the data of the observer regardless of it being true or not] 

 

The person that wjns the argument is the person with more data backing them up regardless if the data is 

real 

And knowing that allows you to hack and glitch reality to your will. 

 

The data of q1 will always match the observer. 

Whatever you have internalized becomes real.  

If you have internalized that it will rain Everytime you paint, the q1 reality will match your q² perception…… 

Singularity EH 1- make it rain Everytime I paint  

EH 0 – itll rain ever time I paint  

EH 2- itll rain every time I paint  

Then you pick up a brush and paint. Once it rains, Internalize and remember the feeling (frequency) of you 

as you painted while it rained.  

Everytime you paint, you’ll manifest rain.  

 

 



Or you can make it that whatever you paint becomes real. The combinations of altering the quantum 

universe with your consciousness is endless… for as long as it is possible within the confinements of the 

physics that rule the land and it doesn’t prevent the proliferation of sentience.  

 

 

[ANIME IS REAL] 

You can use your q² to manifest a data charge of your own deliverance onto anything you touch.  

 

*Charge right fist* * bad luck strain*  

 

You can tag someone with a data charge or focus on the data to manifest. 

 

[Palingenising this thread] 

[Praying for you] 

[I WISH FOR A BIG BOOTIED GF] 

 

(I’m too smart to get hungover one chick)  

We create quantum tunnels to each other. We perceive each other in terms of relativity to time, all based 

off the energy, the aura, the feeling, the frequency we give to them. People will synchronize you in their 

minds unconsciously, the q² frequency you give off. Which is stored as a calculation of your energy, time, 

and words per action. This connection is metaphysical in nature as well, and you could experience anomaly 

like circumstances and manifestations surrounding the data charge of the frequency we internalize.  

We all create quantum tunnels of relevance whether if we're conscious of it or not. Your reality is an 

average accumulation of your thoughts, aka your internalized q² data, “imaginary” or real.  

 

 

 

Now as your consciousness has begin to unlock it’s metaphysical capacities, you will continue to experience 

anomaly like events, occurrences or situations, all apparently out of the normal predilections. This is your 

quantum tunnel, perception of reality, matching the looking glass, as it happens through relative causes.  

 

Your consciousness and will is imprinted into the phantom membrane of existence. You in your quantum 

tunnel, manifesting, yeilding event horizons of variant ordinances drawing your data closer to your desired 

end game, in what you will into fruition.   



The more people locked in sync with the same unified end game, a quantum tunnel is created bridging 

them and their data together, multiplying it, and yeilding forth into fruition, the will of the united. 

 

Trump won because there was more faith backing him up, more holy data, that fueled his quantum tunnel 

to win.  

 

Hillarys quantum tunnel was chaoticievil, complicatedly deceptive and malicious. The internal fighting 

amongst her camp mixed in with her own sinful evil anti sentient sentiments left her to be back the fuck out 

so hard beyond a metaphysical level 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



And the universe has been directing me this entire time. Confirming I was on the right track through 

interuniversal switches, divine ordiance, in the form of manifesting itself through my surroundings, to my 

looking glass.  

 

The universe will help me write the Antichrist manifesto because my objective goal is to write it. And in 

doing so the universe will alter my reality into successfully writing it. And I deliberate automatically in sync 

with the universe, as we both write out the secrets of the unknown in giving my observation the data that I 

am the Antichrist, and this is my manifesto.  

 

As ridiculous if an end result as it is, the universe will make my will reality. The universe will turn my reality 

into the q² data that presides and match my observation with the reality that I am the real Antichrist.  

Its no more imagination anymore, as the universe altered existence to match my sentiment.  

 

. 

 

[Data doesn’t die, it compresses and compacts into a new singularity]  

 

When we die, the data that makes us who we are, doesn’t die, we enter a new singularity, we move on from 

our incubated 3D existences. Our bodies like, eggs, ready for the soul to grow out of, taking with us the data 

of our accumulative lifetimes with us, as we explore the dimensions that precede our own perceptual 

understranding. Reflecting the lives we lived.  

 

Through absolute madness I create the spooky inverse at the distance. I gave way to absolute magnificence.  

Through anything. You create it’s inverse, a silver lining, or a Murphy’s omen.  

For every problem there is a solution, and to every solution there’s a problem. For every problematic 

situation there is an opportunity hidden in between. All determined by how you want to extract from it. 

Bearing in mind, good will and faith permeates further holy ordinance that’ll lead you into a blessed life. Or 

you can find the hidden devil in the details to exploit, at the risk of impending doom. Curiosity kills the 

pussy, but hypothesizing is the deliberation of a man.  

 

 

 

In order to get ahead with anything, going backwards opens up the counter, spooky particle at a distance, q² 

super symmetry that reverts the old data with the inverse creating new data. Hindsight introspective, 

reflecting induced data of your current predicament. And what you can pick up on through reflection is 

based on your abilities to observe, dissect and understand.  



 

--------  

 

 

Now with the logic that all of life is on a spectrum within the universe to the universe itself, we a exist in a 

contininium, a self replicating fractal, and everything is enchanted with these properties. Now if we apply 

that logic to anything, like the domain of history, you can see history as a self replicative fractal, with 

metaphysical components like divine scripts intertwined into the fabric of society. Self historians seems like 

social butterfly for a reason, they can breeze through the historical scripts embedded onto the fabric of 

reality with ebb and ease with finesse and irony, unconsciously, subconsciously, and consciously. A social 

esp of sorts. One that can the. Accumulate into intuition, a feeling within your body.  

 

 

 

 

We self replicate, grow, heal, evolve and we pass on sentience that evolves. The entire overarchingness of 

the entire totality of humanity is that of a self replicating fractal esque organism. Looking at us the sum of 

the whole, we are one giant mechanism, that is metaphiscically charged and able to will pure nothingness 

into existence. And we each our a division of that notion, that primordial organic mechanism that we add 

up into. Every single one of us is a split amoeba of the entirety of humanity. And what humanity is capable 

of doing, we are an encapsulated microbial containing all of the information for humanities encapsulated in 

our hearts, our minds, within our bodies and somewhere inside us, the unbreakable, the moldable, the 

amorphous, and the morphic resonant, the human spirit.  

 

Going by the logic that we are self replicating fractals, everything we do is pathological in essence, a 

pathogen.  

With a bit of inverse, micro, macro analysis of a context or situation we can get a good grasp to it.  

 

What is presented as reality is just a postulation of the inverse, the fantasy that decieves, existing opposite to 

reality, as the real reality.  

People are both the fantasy of their minds and the reality at once. The fantasy being their actual reality and 

the reality, a façade, a mask, the external inverse of the internal.  

[A truth is a half truth] 

People are both a truth and a lie. The fantasy and the reality, and the reality is the inverse postulation of the 

fantasy. 

 



[Those that hurt the most smile the brightest]  

Don’t be fooled by a person’s apparent niceness.  

 

A news station provides stories in a scripted format, which is what they present. A macro thought is that all 

the news stations at once. And what do they do? They fees us information in a scripted format to keep us 

updated with news in exchange for advertisement dollars.  

Right? 

The end game for a news station is advertisement money 

 

Now id you flip the switch, turn on the lights and inverse the context.  

 

News stations provide scripted stories in a format. News stations provide a format of scripted stories.  

This is mathematical conjecture through logic.  

 

 

 

By using the logic that the universe is a self replicating meta fractal, and anything that exists with in has the 

same properties, the laws of the metaphysical and quantum ² can be used in human logic.  

Metaphysical conjecture.  

The truth and the lie.  

The path and the pathogen 

Singularity……….[End Result] 

 

Matching the data to the observer is the reality of reality.  

And what reality matches up to on a phantom scale is to be determined by the will of the observer.  

We all have different quantum tunnels. Every person we interact, energetically charged and metaphysically 

grazed by whoever we come into contact with.  

Our quantum tunnels are our timezone of relativity we excude pertaining to our end games. Or if you don’t 

have one, a reality that is an average culmination of everything inside your mind.  

[People don’t bother with you because your quantum tunnel doesn’t match theirs, you don’t share the same 

end game objectives]  

[Humanity was culled into mindless drone consumerists devoid of the human spirit] 



Hillary Clinton sacrificed a chicken in the name of Moloch for a Rothschild 

 

 

 

With anything you do, you get good at as long as you don’t give up. Everyone goes through the motions of 

trial and error, and as long as you don’t quit you will bare fruit the results of your event horizons.  

As long as you try you will succeed, all you need is a singularity. That charge with in you that you want to 

turn into a quantum connection, as you transform and evolve through quantum singularity and event 

horizons, interlaced with divine ordinances, the reality you want.  

Each event horizon is a sign of choice, for you to listen to the truth. This is our singularity.  

[Sitting on a meteorite in space][3 minute meditation] [hate] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

God is whoever the observer wants to see. 

Interpret.  

God cones in the form of the observers thoughts. 

 

God can appear before you through nature  

He posses any vessel he chooses and channel his interuniversal wisdom onto you.  

Gods presence is interwoven into the fabric of reality.  

 

Sentience = reality = God  

The sentient observer is God just as much as God is a sentient observer.  

 

Some cultures like to depict the metaphysical link, likened to as the Godhead in meditative circles, 

Buddhists monasteries, Hindus and the spiritually inclined.  



Our consciousness and powers to observe is a higher dimensional construct whether you look at it in a 

scientific lense or a theistic one.  

 

And what appears as a 3D physical reality, is an illusion. And what we understand as fantasy is closer to 

being science then the science we already have. 

 

A character in a game is a vessel for your consciousness to explore as you transverse a virtual pocket 

dimension in a virtual universe with a constant frame rate of the transference of data from assets, creating an 

almost seamless experience, of movement for your consciousness, even though thousands to millions of 

switches both in the game and real life, reflexes to a.i. recognition, giving you the illusion of a constant frame 

rate of reality and in life as you experience an illusion of movement inside a virtual pocket universe.  

 

The character you control isn’t aware that you are con trolling it through a higher dimension. Even though 

the the character progresses through its life.  

 

What you perceive as reality is an illusion similar to the movement of a virtual character. We aren’t our 

bodies, or our minds, but our perception of the meta.  

Our consciousness are the signals of a higher dimensional construction and what we think is what the reality 

manifests into.  

 

[Only you are to blame, nobody else. Not your father, and not your mother]  

 

Theres low level to high level manifestations. Your ability to conjur is determined solely on your 

accumulative meta, q² link.  

 

Manifestations such as omens, signs. Déjà vu, are of a low level in nature. You will probsbly start off 

somewhere at this level of magic. It’s more of an interuniversal confirmation that you are synced with the 

universe and the meta verse. 

 

Getting Dubs is a low form if conjuration. Once you get the feeling of Dubs, map it as a frequency, aka a 

feeling. That feeling becomes an interuniversal meta switch. And before you want to get Dubs, tap into the 

feeling of getting dubs, trigger the switch and check em.  

 

A lot of practice all you can internalize magic as an internal process with external recourse., All as 

frequencies. A flow of interconnected eaaaaase. 

 



Good luck charms are low level quantum meta magic. Rituals, Chants, Religious Incantations all possess 

metaphysical proponents that can bless or will into fruition.  

 

Manifest, memorize the frequency, trigger it, manifest, grow the frequency, and through trial and error, and 

a bit of experimentation, you have a mapped out web of synapse, a feel, a frequency for magic.  

 

]  

 

High level magic consists of anything from weather manipulation to causing someone’s death.  

 

 

List of Magic 

         Observation = consciousness  

 

Palingensis – causing a chain succession of good luck  

      (Manipulating probability for the benefit of others)  

Future Foresight – able to see into the future, can come as prophetic dreams  

Aura Field – Creating an energy field with a selected data charge and interference  

*Dead person room analogy*  

Psiokinetic Interference – Your feelings will be absorbed by the domain of space you are in concentrating.  

 

Data Charge – Meditating, focusing on data for a manifestation  

Manifestations lead to event horizons, the culmination of the data charge or temperance  

 

Idolizing on data charged it whichever you focus and concentrate  

 

Once you get the feeling, the universal frequency of the interval switches guiding you, you can map it as a 

frequency that you can tap into as a feeling.  

 

Q² manifestations are determined on your accumulative data accumulation. Thoughts. Knowledge, random 

musings, experiences, anything you have internalized mentally.  



 

More data within = stronger link.  

Q² manifestations come naturally to people the older they get, it’s also why a lot of old people become 

religious in their later years.  

 

 

 

 

****  

Once you start developing the metaphysical parts of your brain by applying this to yourself, you can use the 

universe to communicate to someone if your quantum tunnels are synced.  

 

Religion works somewhat like this. “Miracles” or “Omens” are interuniversal meta manifestations.  

 

The data of the miracle or the omen seeps into the quantum fabric and manifests. They’re like a data 

notification, to let you know your on track towards your objective. [Savage] 

Now if you’re like me you can trigger and transfer the quantum charge onto somebody, performing a 

palingensis as I like to call it.  

Our subconscious thoughts and conscious feelings will manifest to each other through event horizons and 

singularities. In our environment to the people we come across… 

 

 

The observer is the master. 

---- 

 

Figments of reality, have sentience, and it’s aware of its being observed in the future in the past. So the data 

of the future was known by reality on quantum level in the past. And now following the self replicating 

fractal lense, if a figment can do so, so can we.  

 

The universe operated faster then we see.  

Our futures are imprinted onto it in the present, which is a quantum past.  

When we look at space, what we see is the past. Reality knows our future and gives us glimpses of it through 

anomalies that are aligned to your goals.  



 

We don’t see the future, we create it, much fastrr then we think. 

Data enters reality and into the q² and if manufactures the probability of your reality for your manifestations 

to be true.  

 

The double slit experiment showed us that figments of reality are sentient and aware of the future in the 

past.  

 

The data of the q² is like a pulse. Going outward and inward at once.  

 

O 

This is the root of my crutch. I need to get it out of my system.  

 

By making it my end game to become the Antichrist, I synchronized my q² data to make that reality into a 

possibility.  

 

I have to get close to death to further my abilities. The closer I get myself to the other side, the more I adapt 

and evolve to overcome it. 

“When there is a will, there is a way”, just by writing it down I created a ritual. My observent mind will 

charge itself with the metaphysical data of the encrypted words, outreaching a meta quantum realm, and 

reality will warp itself to match my perception, without me doing anything, and on a quantum level my 

reality will match up to measurement of having the will to find a way to overcome any obstacle, and that data 

will be charged with anything I do. Reality is a looking glass. What you think and seek is what you will into 

fruition. All by observing, acknowledging and MEASURING THE WORDS. 

Words are data that can enchant or destroy. You can manifest or curse. Our minds are a higher 

dimensional construction tailored made to interact with the quantum existence we live in.  

 

 

[We don’t predict the future we create it.] 

 

And with these words, I planted a seed in your mind.  

 

 



What we think charges reality, our thoughts act out like atoms with metaphysical data intertwined and 

coming to this realization, by charging myself with all the data and unlocking the information through event 

horizon after event horizon, on course to manifest the truth behind the unknown horizons, I quantum 

charged myself to be the Antichrist, to trick reality into leading me into discerning the secrets behind itself.  

 

 

 

.  

 

Nothing => Meta Awareness => Sentience (Non Physical) => Reality (Physical State) 

 

Reality was a self replicating blotch of space that erupted as sentience molded itself into space. All of this 

encompassing space was interwoven with sentience. The Sentience of nothingness was now all of space 

encompassing. 

Reality, the space we exist in is sentience, and sentient of who we are are and give us our futures as 

determined by the conscious thoughts of our meta mind. 

 

Reality = Sentience. Reality is sentient. And reality is sentient of our futures in the past as we are stuck in the 

present. The data of our future is already sentient in the past. [You can fake that data too]  

Our window of reality is sentient as we are sentient. The looking glass we perceive is that of an ethereal 

hyperdimensional sentience.  

 

****************** 

 

 

Witches actually existed and we’re burned at the stake. So do vampires. Simply humans syncing their q² 

metaphysical conciousness into designing their lifestyles, witches tailor making their lives for manifeststion, 

and vampires who lived a lifestyle trying to exist eternally. Drinking the blood of the youth, practising ritual, 

avoiding the sunlight because the sun was blighting to the point of damage. Pollution didn’t exist back then 

so the sun had a higher illuminosity to us then it does now. 

 

 

 

You signal the q² through your thoughts, a data singularity, which locks your end game results into the 

phantom membrane of reality, creating a quantum tunnel through time, yielding you event horizons of 



differentiating ordinance, as your internalized data dictates the outcome of your event horizons. The more 

data, the more procured thoughts pertaining to the q² singularity will determine the rate of the event 

horizons you yield towards your manifestation. Regardless if the internalized data is true or not *wink* 

*wink* [Fake it till you make it]  

Trump won because there was more faith backing him up, more holy data people attatched to his quantum 

tunnel to win. Hillary’s quantum tunnel was chaotic to the point it cracked under the weight of Trump’s 

quantum tunnel, which was metaphysically charged because of Trump’s pro sentience sentiments and 

prayers of the persecuted followers of Christ. And backing all of his actions as he went through event 

horizon after the next, with ebb and ease, through the faith, Trump was carried into presidency. As Trump 

preached to evangelists, Hillary sacrificed a chicken to Moloch, an evil hasidic deity as a token of loyalty to a 

Rothschild.  

We all have different quantum tunnels, as we perceptually interpret reality. The way you see yourself in the 

mirror is just as much of an illusion as the way someone else looks at you. We can be staring at the same 

color but both perceive it vastly different, yet come to the same conclusion that the color is the same. What 

we see with out eyes is an abstraction of what our minds depict.  

    Every person we interact with aside from a conscious level, we interact on an energetically charged 

metaphysical level. Our Quantum Tunnels we radiate, cause a distinct time flow to our perception. The 

same we interact our flow of time differentiates depending on who we are interacting with all done without 

us being conscious of it.  

[People don’t fuck with you because your quantum tunnel doesn’t match theirs. You don’t share the same 

goals. The same end game results 😊] 

[With anything you do, you will get good at aa long as you never give up doesn’t matter of age] 

 

I don’t have to tell you that as long as you try you will succeed. All you need is a singularity.  

 

That charge within you, that spark, that you want to turn into a quantum tunnel end game, as you transform 

and evolve, molded through quantum singularities relative to your cause called event horizons. Each 

horizon a sign or choice, a divine predilection, a universal truth, cutting through into your life. 

 

Using this book as a base, you’ll be able to create and unlock paradigm shifting truths, discoveries as you 

apply the lense of magnification this book offers.  

The left brain reality crossed over to the right brain fantasy. Tapping into q² forces both sides of the brain 

into working causing an oxytocin high in you.  

You’ll be able to observe and measure and see for yourself with this lense, and with it you look at anything 

and unlock truths behind any field or realm of thought, aka q² data leading into new neural pathways, new 

paradigms and bee quantum tunnels.  

What came first, the chicken or the egg?  



The clump of life fighting for life kicked into its fight or flight mechanism and willed the egg shell around 

itself to incubate inside as it materialized long enough to hatch.  

I reached critical mass. To complete the end game of my reality tunnel. The closer I get to my singularity 

the critical mass of reaching my end game will manifest anomalies and manifestations keeping me aligned to 

my manifestation.  

After everything I said I still identify as a Christian, a bad one at best.  

A twin serpent reality. Everyone is a lie and a truth at once. The left side of the face tells a different emotion 

then the right side. 

The atoms of the page, the fabric of reality is seeping into my words gathering around my hand as I write. 

Or as I paint. Q²ⁿ works best with a catalyst. I can make a quarter phase through my fingertips  

The inverse is true of an objective and the objective is the inverse of the truth. 

The inverse of something presented is the shadow behind the truth, which makes what is truth a lie.  

 

Everything stated is essentially a lie, since it masks the inverse of where it came to be. 

A half truth.  

The truth js only the half truth.  

And the inverse of the truth is the real truth.  

The real truth is a synthesis of the presented truth and it’s down casted shadow.  

If someone’s extremely empathetic, the opposite holds true on the opposite side of the coin. 

 

If someone’s extremely empathetic it’s to mask their extreme sadomasochism. And to cling onto their sanity 

they flip to either sides at deliverance.  

 

It takes two polarizing sides too tango. 

 

No one’s absolutely good nor absolutely evil but on a spectrum somewhere between the two. 

Take a problem, inverse it, micro detail to macro, identify the solution.  

[No one can bullshit me] 

 

Spooky particles at a distance allude to this inverse/dualistic nature of the universe 

 



Take anything and inverse it and add that to the truth and you’ll see the whole truth. You might not like it 

but the truth will set you free. What you see as reality is the exact opposite of what is being shown. 

 

 

Every solution carries a Murphy’s lining and every problem carries a silver lining… 

 

Religion is only a half sync. Faith is partial resonance.  

 

Unlocking your quantum data charge.  

“Breaking the Quantum Wall” 

What can you do with this?  

First off a new gold rush of thought for once.. 

 Thatll seep into every crevice of life.  

  Breakthroughs, discoveries,  

  All by throwing out the notion of what are limitations, and become ad infinitum.  

Pure Chaos.  

You can show your love to somebody by mestaphising that data into an event horizon that’ll teigger déjà vu 

for someone. Miracle a miracle in fruition. You can cause it to cause hate and misfortune. Or love and 

good will.  

 

Be careful what you metaphise.  

 

This knowledge will be suppressed unfortunately. People are afraid to let go of Einsteins relativity.  

 

At the base root of our quantum reality is sentience.  

The past is sentient of of the future on a quantum level.  

 

A black hole is the data if of an object getting so big it causes a tear in the fabric of reality, leaving behind 

missing data as it draws everything around its gravitational pull in.. 

 

A star is an atom on steroids, when it dies it takes all of its data and compresses it into s black hole, the 

black hole dies, leave behind a tear in the fabric of reality, the way a writer max’s out the data, their mind 



flooded with thoughts, compressing all that info into a single book to draw you in. The book being the 

missing data. 

Black hole further compresses the data into a singularity, an event horizon, leaves us missing data in the 

form of a tear in the fabric of reality, as it takes with it the surrounding data, the same way this manifesto will 

appear as missing data pulling everything towards it.  

 

Now to the observer looking at the book, itll appear as a slice of life, a tear in the fabric of reality. The same 

way we see a black hole.  

 

As you reach your event horizon that syncs you up with this new reality, using this missing link, you become 

attune to a much more grandiose life. 

 

On the other side of the event horizon of the missing data in the fabric of reality, is a compressed data that 

is, a missing link, pocket reality.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Japanese have a saying. “Everyone has three faces, the one you wear in public, the one you wear with 

friends and family, and the mask you wear when you’re by yourself.  

 

I believe there are 6 masks instead of 3. The fantasy vs the reality. 

 

The fantasy of your self mask is your real quantum reality. The reality of the self is the fantasy. 

 

 

Its now being discovered in the science world that words have metaphysical affects on its surrounding 

reality. I’ll go a step further and say chants, rituals, speech all have metaphysical inter quantum effects 

around a person’s field of reality, quantum tunnel.  

 



The outcome of an event horizon is contingent on the data that proceeds it.  

 

To manipulate the probability of an event horizon to your favor, you must contain and charge yourself with 

more thoughts pertaining to the event. Regardless of what is is you think, as long as you stay focused on the 

situation, you’ll scythe your way through with odds in your favor, or relative to your cause. Just follow the 

light.  

 

More thoughts shift into the quantum fabric of reality, translates into probability in your favor. 

 

The more you practice the more the frequency between you and the q²i, the better you get at it, the faster 

your manifestations. The more spontaneous you see upon your thoughts shifting into reality.  

 

The Q² and the Q1 have an ionized equilibrium. What data fills here seeps into the q².  

 

Q² existed first before our universe. Our quantum physics is but a square root radical of another one.  

If the fabric of reality knows the future in the past as the present, the mere fabric of reality, all of space 

encompassing is sentient….. 

 

 

The eternal grief that we all die one day.  

 

But rest assured, there is an afterlife. But depending on how you live here is how you’ll end up in the vast 

reaches of the q². 

 

A plant grows from a seed. What I write manifests. What I do manifests. What I think manifests.  

 

Waves and particles = omens and signs that becomes a frequency/ data  

A feeling = frequency of data charge manifeststion. Occurance of data manifestations  

Vibrations = data ripples and emissions, affects the environment.. 

 

The frequency of your manifestations become a feeling. A switch you can turn on and off, to gear and will 

into reality or not. 

Frequencies are the vibrations of waves and particles that make up the fabric of reality. 



 

And we experience that as a feeling. Now what as do know now is that we can feel something abstract as 

Q²i. Itll start as a seed, bollosom into a thought, a synapse, that eventually grows into a web, and it becomes 

a feeling.  

Congrats you can hack reality.  

 

This isn’t satanic, this is objectivity. 

 

A reconciliation of the physical and the non physical. 

 

We are physical as we are non physical.  

 

The entire fabric of history is fake and a distorted depiction what really happened.  

 

 

The easiest way for me to tap into the feeling was acknowledging I was breaking the 4
th

 wall of my reality, or 

quantum reality, like a character in a storybook, and I was the reader to my own book and reading myself 

break the 4
th

 wall.  

 

Or you can visualize gears locking and grafting.  

 

If I imagine myself as a higher dimensional being, breaking free of the q1 reality and into a Q²,my reality 

reflects it and I experience a quantum reality as opposed.to a 3dimensional reality. 

 

 

Whatever you want, just Tao into it as thoughts (data) and your body (vibrations and frequencies)  

 

The more you use it, like a muscle, it grows.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fantasy is more attune to the objective nature of reality then a science text book.  

 

If you will it, it’ll happen. Micromanaging impossibilities and experimenting upon anomalies.  

.  

 

.  

 

We cause ripple waves of information every nano second of the day.  All having a butterfly like chain 

reaction that pulsates through the physical, mental, spiritual, virtual and metaphysical domains of reality…. 

Each nano fiber particle that pulsates and amorphously interacts and charges through ionized polarization 

causes entire domains of information to dismantle or disengage into a data oblivion where it revitalizes anew 

and becomes embeded itself amorphously onto the fabric of Realty. Through quantum mediations, the data 

of any sub group or subsection will become manifested within the fabric of a quantum existence. And it all 

depends on the probability of the imagination. 

 Fantasy is more allogenic with reality then the most advanced and technical science textbook on the planet.  

It’s never to late to chase your dreams.  

 

+++EVB+++ 
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